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VALESKA VON ROSEN 

IMPLICIT DECONTEXTUALIZATION 
Visual Discourse of Religious Paintings 

in Roman Collections circa 1600 

As early as 1991, Victor Stoichita noted that no one has yet written a history and 

ontology of sacred pictures in profane contexts in the early modern period.1 Now, 

some two decades later, the situation has changed little regarding the category of 

religious pictures painted specifically for collectors, the subject of this essay. To 

approach this complex problem, a great n u m b e r of historical and ontological 

parameters need to be considered, many of which are open questions: there is little 

evidence regarding the reception of religious paintings executed for private collec

tions, and only in very rare cases do any directives given to artists for producing 

works for private collections survive. It can be argued that questions of taste play a 

different and perhaps greater role in private collections than in other contexts, and 

private" meant something very different in the early m o d e r n period f rom what it 

means today.2 Furthermore, not every work found among a collectors possessions 

should be classified as a "picture for a collector"; some might have been intended to 

stimulate private devotion. Those works could once have been kept in a bedroom. 

At a later stage, however, they might have been t ransferred to another location in 

the building specifically designed to keep "pictures for a collector." Thus, they might 

have lost their original meaning. Furthermore , the important aspect of decorum, 

which regulated a painting's mode of composition in relationship to its subject, site 

of display, and conditions of reception, was a genuinely open question. During the 

early modern period, decorum covered a wide range and could be partially con

tradictory. For example, the dignity of a person depicted might have suggested a 

certain mode of visual representation. Yet, in order to move the beholder through 

aesthetic novelty, the painter might have employed another mode, one that broke 

representational conventions.3 Even if a theory of the religious picture for the col

lector had been formulated in this period, it would provide clues to understanding 

the paintings but not definitive answers. After all, it is a basic characteristic of the 

genre of normative theories that they do not precisely reflect "reality." In short, it 

is difficult to historicize our glimpse of religious paintings produced for private 

collections in order to reconstruct the norms, the modes of viewing, and the value 

standards that were applied to them. Probably the best we can do is to lower our 

sights and focus our interest. In this essay, I consider the situation in Rome around 

1600 in the circle of Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio.4 

In Rome, the boom in collections consisting primarily of transportable paintings 

began around 1600, relatively late compared with Venice and other northern Italian 

cities. Caravaggio, in particular, oriented his product ion of paintings toward the 
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conditions of this new market. This essay examines two different forms of religious 

paintings in collections: first, those created for a sacred space and subsequently 

transferred into a private collection; second, those conceived f rom the outset for a 

specific collection. The first type, which demonst ra tes the often-treated phenom 

enon of the decontextualization of religious pictures, is encountered frequently with 

Caravaggio and his circle. There is much more evidence document ing the recep

tion of such decontextualized works than of religious works conceived initially for 

collections; consequently, the latter group has received far less scholarly attention. 

Caravaggio 's "Capriccio," Lucio Massari 's Saint Matthew and the Angel, 

and Cecco del Caravaggio 's Resurrection 

Fig. I . 

Michelangelo Merisi 
da Caravaggio 

(Italian, 1571-1610) 
The Death of the Virgin, 1605, 
oil on canvas, 369 x 245 cm 

(145V4 x 96'/2 in.) 
Paris, Musee du Louvre 

Several of Caravaggio's altarpieces did not remain onsite but were t ransferred to 

private collections. Recent research has cast doubt on the longheld view that the 

pr imary reason these works were rejected for sacred spaces was lack of decorum. 5 

In order to reconstruct the semantics of the category of decorum for paintings 

originally in tended for collections, we must examine this situation more closely. 

Here, for the sake of brevity, I adduce lesswellknown examples that point to a 

new perspective. The five altar paintings that Caravaggio created in Rome are well 

known. Three were not kept by the congregations in question and ended up in 

private collections: The Death of the Virgin (fig. l), commissioned for Santa Maria 

della Scala in Rome, which the Duke of Mantua acquired through Rubens's medi

ation and which the duke later sold to King Charles I of England; the first altar 

painting for the Contarelli Chapel in the church of San Luigi dei Francesi in Rome 

Saint Matthew and the Angel (fig. 2), purchased by Vincenzo Giustiniani; and the 

Madonna and Child with Saint Anne (Madonna dei Palafrenieri) (16056), painted 

for the altar of the Palafrenieri in Saint Peter's Cathedral, which Cardinal Scipione 

Borghese bought f rom the confraterni ty of the Palafrenieri. Two other Caravaggio 

altarpieces remained onsite in Roman churches: Madonna of Loreto (Madonna dei 

Pellegrini) (16056) in Sant'Agostino6 and The Entombment of Christ (16023) in the 

Chiesa Nuova (the original painting is now in the Vatican Pinacoteca; a copy is in 

the church). 

There was probably a sixth Roman altar painting, a Trinity that apparently had 

a t ra jectory similar to those of the first three pictures listed above. As Roberto 

Cannata and Herwarth Rottgen have shown, Caravaggio received a commission for 

the Trinity f rom the priesthood of the church of Santissima Trinita dei Pellegrini 

in 1602, but the painting did not remain there.7 No extant document s shed light 

on why the picture was removed f rom the church, but a description of a painting 

with the same subject in Cardinal Scipione Borghese's inventory of 1650, which 

was presumably identical to the altarpiece for the Santissima Trinita dei Pellegrini 

attests to "[a painting] of an old man and a youth with a dove below. . . a capriccio 

by Caravaggio, with which he intended to express the Trinity."" 

That the painting owned by Scipione Borghese was indeed the altarpiece cre

ated for the Santissima Trinita dei Pellegrini is conjectural but very plausible, for 

two reasons: (1) the subject is an unusual one that Caravaggio would have been 
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<5> 

Fig. 2. 
Michelangelo Merisi 

da Caravaggio 
(Italian, 1571-1610) 

Saint Matthew and the Angel. 
1602, oil on canvas, 

223 x 183 cm (873/4 x 72 in.) 
Destroyed in 1945 

Fig. 3. 
Lucio Massari 

(Italian, 1569-1633) 
Saint Matthew and the Angel, 

ca. 1610, oil on canvas, 
240 x 160 cm (941/2 x 63 in.) 

Rome, Santa Maria della 
Concezione 

4 
unlikely to depict twice and (2) Scipione Borghese purchased Caravaggio's rejected 

Madonna and Child with Saint Anne as well as an altarpiece by Cecco that structur

ally resembles Caravaggio's Trinity.9 If this conjecture is accurate, then the descrip

tion in the inventory says much about the composit ion of this sixth altarpiece: that, 

in his "capriccio" (a word that connotes an erratic or even capricious invention), 

Caravaggio "intended" to depict the Trinity—as if the inventorytaker had some 

doubt that the artist had succeeded. This touches upon the core question about the 

transferred altar paintings: Why were they rejected? That question indirectly relates 

to the issue of their reception in the collections, and it has become a controversial 

topic in recent decades. 
Older scholarship never doubted that reasons of decorum led to the rejection 

of the paintings. However, Luigi Spezzaferro questioned the noncontemporaneous 

reports of Giovanni Pietro Bellori and Filippo Baldinucci regarding the inadequate 

decorum of Caravaggio's first altar painting for the Contarelli Chapel and asserted 

additional, primarily external, reasons to account for the transfer of rejected paint

ings into collections.10 Other authors, such as Creighton Gilbert, agreed that the 

presumed lack of decorum was not responsible for the rejection, although his argu

ments differed." 

The circumstances sur round ing one of Caravaggio's paintings provide some 

clarity: For The Death of the Virgin (see fig. 1), painted for the Carmelites of Santa 

Maria della Scala, we have not only Bellori's remark—that Carawagio has copied too 

accurately a dead and "swollen" woman1 2—published about three generations after 

the episode of rejection, but also the test imony of a contemporary witness, Giulio 

Mancini, the author of a treatise on painting who was something of an expert on 

the topic of decorum (see the essay by Frances Gage, this volume). A few months 

after the rejection, Mancini corresponded with his brother as to whether he should 

purchase the painting. He also mentions the reasons that had led to rejection: it had 
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been removed because the Madonna "was excessively lascivious and indecorous,"13 

and he writes more extensively in his Considerazioni (ca. 1619-21) that the problem 

with the picture had been that Caravaggio had taken as his model "some dirty pros

titute f rom the Ortacci whom he loved."14 

For the purposes of this argument , it does not matter whether, as Mancini 

asserted, the model for the dead Virgin was indeed a harlot who lived in the Ortacci 

(a notor ious brothel) and with w h o m Caravaggio had relations. W h a t is impor

tant is that the critique of the painting focused on the external appearance of the 

Madonna and that her resemblance to a specific model and her forced humili ty 

were regarded as unacceptable in an altarpiece. Caravaggio's biographer Giovanni 

Baglione also writes concretely about the depict ion of Mary, asserting that she 

had "poco decoro" (little decorum) because she was "gonfia" (swollen) and that the 

Painter had depicted her with "le gambe scoperte" (her legs showing).1 5 For this 

Painting, we have excellent sources, and they are unambiguous. 

The debate on the violations of decorum in Caravaggio's works relies exclu

sively on text. This is striking, because there are numerous visual references to 

Caravaggio's works by other artists in their original medium—pain t ing . These 

visual references clearly demons t ra te what those artists found fascinating about 

Caravaggio's work and, at the same time, what was not unders tood as unaccept

able to repeat in a sacred context. An example of just such a visual discourse is a 

Painting of Saint Matthew (ca. 1610) by the Bolognese painter Lucio Massari f rom 
a cycle of the apostles, still located in the choir of the Santa Maria della Concezione 

dei Cappuccini (fig. 3).16 The painting makes clear reference to Caravaggio's first 

altarpiece for the Contarelli Chapel , executed just a few years earlier (see fig. 2). 

Massari keeps the basic ar rangement and roles of the figures but fundamenta l ly 

alters their mode of depiction—a very telling indication of what a painter working 
a few years after Caravaggio's Saint Matthew was rejected for the Contarelli Chapel 
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Fig. 4. 
Cecco del Caravaggio 

(Francesco Buoneri) (Italian, 
1588/90-after 1620) 

The Resurrection, 1619-20, 
oil on canvas, 339.1 x 

199.5 cm (133 ' /2 x 78V2 in.) 
Chicago, The Art Institute of 

Chicago, 1934.390 

considered acceptable and unacceptable in a painting intended for a sacred space. 

Significantly, Massari not only completely changes the external appearance of the 

protagonists but also interprets the inspiration for and composit ion of the Gospels 

very differently. His angel lacks the erotic aura of Caravaggio's prototype, while the 

evangelist no longer has the "plebeian" appearance of Caravaggio's model (accord

ing to Baldinucci).17 In Massari's painting, Matthew's hand is not guided; rather, 

the angel assists the saint just by holding the scroll. Like Caravaggio, Massari shows 

Matthew's legs crossed—Bellori explicitly notes that the crossed legs were criticized 

in Caravaggio's altarpiece18—but he does not show the viewer the sole of Matthew's 

dirty foot. 

Massari, a Carracci pupil, could not be described as a Caravaggist in the t rue 

sense of the te rm. Unfortunately, we have very little material and evidence to 

show how the painters in Caravaggio's close circle dealt with the task of creating 

an acceptable altarpiece. The mere fact that there are only a few altar paintings by 

these artists strongly indicates that, after the experience of dealing with Caravaggio's 

altarpieces, church fathers were hesitant about entrust ing painters with this task. 

It is worth focusing on one of the few exceptions, the altar painting for Santa 

Felicita in Florence by the "Caravaggist" Cecco del Caravaggio (fig. 4).19 Cecco is 
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supposed to have been the model for Caravaggio's Amor Victorious in Berlin (see 

Olson, fig. i, this volume) and his Saint John in the Pinacoteca Capitolina (see 

fig- 6).20 The altarpiece shown in figure 4 is a Resurrection of Christ that plays 

out, so to speak, on a deep black, boxlike stage. I he impression conveyed by the 

picture is that of a piece of theater (spettacolo) per formed by an only moderately 

talented t roupe of actors: the resurrected Christ, who wears a loincloth and casts 

strong, hard shadows, is presented without any foreshortening. He kneels on two 

artificial-seeming clouds and holds an embroidered banner reminiscent of a pro

cession flag; the banner does not convey even the slightest appearance of being 

moved as a result of the supposed resurrection. Soldiers in strange postures and 

wearing fantasy uniforms and fantastic head coverings populate the foreground of 

the scene—the soldier at the front left even seems to want to steal away—while an 

angel raises the t omb slab, his gaze addressing the viewer outside the picture and 

his raised finger point ing in the wrong direction. "Not having been satisfied by 

it," the documents note succinctly.2 ' This spettacolo went too far even for a patron 

like the ambassador of the Medici at the papal seat, Piero Guicciardini, who had 

intended to win Rome's leading Caravaggists for three works in the family chapel in 

the choir of Santa Felicita in Florence.22 But once again, someone was immediately 

found who would take the painting into his private collection, and this person had a 

clear predilection for paintings with theatrical and performative character: Cardinal 

Scipione Borghese, who also acquired Caravaggio's Madonna and Child with Saint 

Anne f rom the Arciconfraternita dei Palafrenieri and who possessed the "capriccio," 

in which the Trinity was "performed" by "an old man [and] a youth with a dove."23 

The foregoing examples make two things clear. First, textual and visual docu

ments show that, around 1600, Caravaggio and other painters created works that 

did not correspond to what was generally considered worthy of depict ing or pos

sible to depict over an altar or, generally speaking, in a sacred space. At the time, 

there were no normatively formulated, generally binding "rules" that told painters 

what would be accepted in an altarpiece and what would not.24 Of course, that is 

Precisely what led to the discussions about decorum—both contemporaneous dis

cussions, which contr ibuted to the rejection of the pictures, as well as discussions 

in modern scholarship. Second, these examples show that Caravaggio and others 

intentionally sought to discover what was possible and acceptable in the sacred con

text; that is, they tested the limits of the depictable. Their reasons and motives for 

this course of action are many and multifaceted; let us focus on what these activities 

lead us to conclude about sacred paintings in profane collections. 

The f requent ly d o c u m e n t e d t ransfer of rejected pictures into private collec

tions makes it clear that these works found their appropr ia te context for recep

tion and their proper decorum in secular settings. However, the impression that 

Private collections at the t ime were "normf ree" realms in which painters could 
t r y out anything they wanted and in which principles of decorum were obsolete is 

deceptive. In analyzing the genre of the religious gallery picture, inferences about 

the condi t ions of reception and implied product ion expectations for religious pic

tures in collections should not be based solely on the p h e n o m e n o n of decontex

foalized pictures. 
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The Demands of the Debita Espressione and Explorations of 

What Is Acceptable: Criticism of Caravaggio's Mary Magdalen 

and Antiveduto Gramatica's liberation of Saint Peter 

In contrast to the large number of verbal testimonies about rejected altar paintings, 

test imonies about paintings in collections are regrettably rare. The composit ional 

no rms and possibilities for the religious gallery paint ing that surely must have 

existed in some mode were never normatively formulated. rIhere are the often-cited 

sentences of Giulio Mancini and Giovan Battista Armenini , who wanted to regulate 

which subjects were suitable for specific rooms,2 5 but it does not appear that paint

ings were in fact hung in accordance with their rules, nor can we conclude f rom 

these precepts what ways of depicting were regarded as adequate for various sites, 

where the l imits of the acceptable were, or what fo rms of reception the pictures 

could and were intended to stimulate.26 Leaving aside the difficult topic of reception, 

let us turn to the issue of decorum in a religious gallery picture. 

Lacking a normative theory, we can draw conclusions about the implicit ideas of 

decorum for religious gallery pictures, as for the altarpieces, f rom descriptive theo

ries. The theories probably reflect the very extensive discussions that critics engaged 

in while standing directly in front of the pictures—collections were genuine sites 

of discourse about art. Unfortunately, those discussions have not come down to 

us and can only be roughly reconstructed. Here again, visual c o m m e n t a r y can 

provide more information. A case in point is one of Caravaggio's earliest religious 

paintings, which was in tended for a private collection, the Mary Magdalen in the 

Doria Pamphilj collection (fig. 5), probably executed for Gerolamo Vittrici.27 Bellori 

famously described it in terms evoking a portrait situation. He says Caravaggio por

trayed the model sitting in his room and did not add the attributes until a second 

session.28 Proceeding in this way, he turned a fanciulla into a Magdalen: "La finse 

per Maddalena" is his notable phrasing for the "performative" act of developing the 

picture, which is metaphorically inscribed in the executed painting th rough the 

ostentatious reference to the model and the thereby marked "subsequent" seman

ticization of the figure. Francesco Scannelli's much earlier critique of the painting, 

in 1657, says it lacks not only "spirito" (spirit) but also "gratia" (grace) and "debita 

espressione" (appropriate expressive behavior).29 He thereby indirectly registers a 

problem of decorum. Although his assessment is not contemporaneous with the 

painting itself, it seems to be the earliest we have of the Magdalen and needs to 

be taken seriously. It tu rns out that the gallery was in no way a norm f r ee room 

in which everything was possible and decorum had lost significance entirely. In 

Scannelli's view, it is clearly inappropriate to portray the saint this way. It seems not 

to matter to him whether the painting is located in a secular or a sacred space—or at 

least his remarks give no indication that such a distinction matters. In other words, 

his remark reflects an absolute understanding of the figure's decorum, not a relative 

one that would judge the mode of depiction contingent on the site and reception 

circumstances. 

Anothe r viewer has an apparently similar atti tude toward a religious picture 

by Caravaggio intended for a collector: the painting of Saint John the Baptist in 
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the desert that hangs in the Pinacoteca Capitolina (fig. 6).30 This viewer's name 

is unknown , but—like Lucio Massari—he articulates not verbally but pictorially. 

The maker of the Saint John painting shown in figure 73 1 retained the composit ion 

of Caravaggios John exactly, but he eliminated its three problematic elements: the 

nakedness of the Baptist, by clothing him in a fur; the semantic indeterminacy, by 

adding a cross-staff, which unambiguously identifies the figure as John the Baptist; 

and the ram being hugged by the boy, by t ransforming it into an iconographically 

correct lamb. In this way, the anonymous artist provides a critique that shows us 
w h a t a painter working a few decades after Caravaggio considered acceptable and 

unacceptable in paintings destined for a domestic setting. However indirectly, he 

also indicates that basic no rms for modes of depiction exis ted—norms that none 

theless could be transgressed. 

These few examples show how difficult it is to come to simple conclusions 
r e g a r d i n g d e c o r u m and the reception of religious images in secular settings. 

Pointing out only that opinions, tastes, and values differ is not a satisfactory solu
l l on. That viewpoints fundamental ly diverge is well demonstra ted by the fact that 

Caravaggios works were highly valued by their first owners yet criticized by other 

viewers at the same t ime or later. A painting that inspired one viewer to devotion 

may have held only prestige value for another and have been primarily aesthetically 

interesting for a third. Consequently, what a spectator around 1600 did with a reli

gious painting in a private context, whether he or she still employed it in a religious 

fashion, and how he or she perceived it were quite variable. 

Fig. 5. 
Miche lange lo Meris i 
da Caravaggio 
( I ta l ian, 1 5 7 1 - 1 6 1 0 ) 

Mary Magdalen, ca. 1 5 9 5 , 
oil on canvas, 1 2 3 x 9 8 cm 
( 4 8 V s x 385/a in.) 

Rome, Galler ia Doria Pamph i l j 
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Fig. 6. 
Michelangelo Merisi 

da Caravaggio 
(Italian, 1571-1610) 

Saint John in the Desert, 
ca. 1602, oil on canvas, 

129 x 95 cm 
(503/4 x 373/8 in.) 

Rome, Pinacoteca Capitolina 

Fig. 7. 
Saint John in the Desert. 

date unknown, oil on canvas, 
115.4 x 85.9 cm 

(453/e x 3 3 % in.) 
Present location unknown 
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Let us leave the question of reception behind and turn to the production of 
pictures. What Francesco Scannelli and especially the anonymous creator of fig

ure 7 apparently criticized about Caravaggio's Saint John (see fig. 6) and his Mary 
Magdalen (see fig. 5) is the ambiguity between a sacred and a profane subject that 

results from semantic indeterminacy. This characterizes a large part of the painting 
production of the early seicento in Caravaggio's milieu.32 Consider, for example, 
a l i tt leknown painting by Antiveduto Gramatica, a depiction of the liberation of 
Saint Peter from the dungeon (fig. 8), which provides indirect evidence of a discus

sion of the issues relevant here.33 

Gramatica places Peter and the angel in a very cramped segment of the compo
sition. They stand in front of an intensely dark background; the angel steps from the 
rear toward the apostle to move him to escape. The missing accessories are telling: 
neither Peter nor the angel has a halo; the angel lacks wings and wears a simple 
belted shirt corresponding to the Caravaggesque angel type of the simple ragazzo 

with portraitlike features. 
Gramatica depicts a very early moment of the sequence of action: the angel has 

apparently just approached Peter and has laid his hands on Peters shoulder and 
upper arm. Apart from turning his head to look toward the angel, Peter is respond
ing with extreme restraint. His facial expression seems to convey nothing more 
than attention and possibly consideration of the sense and significance of the event. 

Gramatica provides l ittle indication of the painting's subject. The figures do not 
suggest a sense of motion or indicate to the viewer that they are about to flee. The 

wingless boy does not look like an angel, and Peter, almost completely bald with 
his short beard, does not correspond to the traditional image of the leading apostle. 
The two keys Peter holds give the only unambiguous indication of his identity and 

therefore of the subject. It is conspicuous that Gramatica does not show the keys in 

their entirety. 
Clearly, Gramatica is testing how far he can go in reducing the painting's 

s 'gnificancebearing signs before it becomes impossible to recognize the subject. 
He probes the boundary between a painting of a saint and the simple depiction 
1)1 a man with a boy, which later would, in principle, become a genre painting (a 

category that emerged during Gramatica's time in Rome but was not yet designated 
a s such). Gramatica is playing a "game" with the semiotics of painting: within his 

composition, he tests which signs—facial expression, gesture, clothing, body t y p e 

are needed to make a figure into a veritable sign with indicatory power. 
Against this background, Gramatica created a second picture of this subject, now 

1,1 a private collection in Rome (fig. 9).34 (We have here—unlike with Caravaggio—a 

Pictorial commentary by the artist himself.) The arrangement and clothing of the 
figures are identical in the two works, but in the version in the Roman private ed
uction, is it much easier to identify the figures and thus the subject. Here, Peter has 
a halo and the angel has two oversized wings, and we also see more of Peter's two 
keys. The horror vacui this manifests suggests that figure 9 is the later version. 

What can we conclude f rom this example? First, that a painter like Gramatica 
Was sensitive to his collectors' various value systems and tastes and that he was will
l n g to take them into account when composing his pictures. He apparently knew 
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Fig. 8. 
Antiveduto Gramatica 
(Italian, 1571-1626) 

Liberation of Saint Peter, 
ca. 1613-16, oil on canvas, 

96.5 x 75 cm (38 x 291/2 in.) 
Present location unknown 

Fig. 9. 
Antiveduto Gramatica 
(Italian, 1571-1626) 

Liberation of Saint Peter, 
ca. 1613-16, oil on canvas, 

94 x 73 cm (37 x 2 8 % in.) 
Rome, private collection 
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whom he had to please with a conventional depiction that was unproblematic in 

terms of decorum, and he know who else might take interest in implicit attention to 

the m o d e of depiction in a genuinely ambiguous painting. These variable solutions, 

however, are interesting precisely because they show us that the artists themselves 

were aware of the unclear situation and the manifest plurality of value systems, of 

norms of decorum, and, presumably, of the pictures' forms of reception. The ques

tion that is so difficult to answer—namely, how viewers actually responded to the 

paint ings—must also have been in the artists' minds at this t ime, when the first 

collections of t ransportable paintings were being built up in Rome. These circum

stances are reflected in the works themselves. Parameters and standards were just 

developing for the relatively new role of the paintings. If Caravaggio tested ambigu

ous and performat ive modes of composi t ion in his Saint John in the Desert and 

Mary Magdalen and Gramatica offered two versions of the liberation of Saint Peter, 

then clearly these artists were exploring what could be depicted in, and what norms 

existed for, their paintings at a t ime when religious works of art were moving into 

new settings. 

Changes in the m o d e of depiction and the ongoing issue of decorum are thus 

consequences of the implicit decontextualization of religious gallery paintings, the 

unclear s tandards of evaluation applied to such paintings, and the multiple ways 

religious paintings func t ioned and were received; indeed, such changes in depic

tion are the artists' solutions to these problems. In principle, we can observe the 

same p h e n o m e n o n of testing boundar ies that we see in the altarpieces, but with 

the crucial difference that the range of tolerance was obviously much greater in the 

secular space of a gallery, which provided a more open field for experimentat ion. 

In this context, religious paintings in particular offered a f rui t ful arena for explor

ing the possibilities of visualization and testing societal norms, and these pictorial 

Ocplorations created their own visual discourse. In the mode of the ambiguous and 

Performative, the painters took what the signs stood for and the semantic boundar

•es of the religious as their theme. 

Notes 
Unless otherwise noted, translations of Italian quotations are by Beatrice 

Hohenegger. 
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